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INTEGRATED SAGE X3 AND CMMS FOR PRODUCTION 

FACILITY MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

The new alliance brings you infrastructure maintenance 
management solutions tailored to your business. Whether
your company is an SME or a multinational group, Sage 
covers all your maintenance needs in a CMMS solution 
that is quick to deploy and easy to use.

The purpose of a Computerized Maintenance Management 
(CMMS) or Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) systems is 
to maintain, manage and control production facilities 
efficiently and cost-effectively.

Asset and facility maintenance is a strategic business 
activity that can generate savings. Efficient maintenance 
enhances the return on investment of production-related 
capital projects and helps to prevent critical-path failures 
resulting in delayed deliveries, for example.

Companies therefore require suitable resources to preserve 
their production facilities and optimize the related financial 
considerations. As part of a partnership agreement, Sage 
has chosen the DIMO Maint scalable range of CMMS 
applications to implement the CMMS process in Sage X3.

Better organization for enhanced

performance

When deployed in conjunction with Sage X3, the DIMO
Maint CMMS solution uses resource planning and 
monitoring tools to optimize the human and technical 
resources assigned to maintenance activities.

DIMO Maint also simplifies asset management and 
renewal decision-making by providing a 
comprehensive range of technical and financial 
indicators: work order analyses, failure rates, cost 
management charts, ABC asset list, rotation rates, etc.

Lower costs

Integrating DIMO Maint CMMS and Sage X3 enables 
you to measure and optimize the cost of ownership of 
your company’s production facilities and asset base.
In addition, maintenance costs are kept in check 
thanks to lower storage costs and optimized monitoring 
of subcontracting costs.

Our expertise boosts

your performance

The DIMO Maint CMMS - Sage X3 integrated solution 
covers all of the enterprise’s maintenance process 
optimization and streamlining requirements via a single 
connector. The DIMO Maint maintenance software 
range is the specialist’s answer to the financial, 
technological and functional issues faced by 
businesses of all sizes in all sectors of activity.

Choose the DIMO Maint CMMS solution to:

    Identify recurrent failures
    Shorten effective maintenance times
    Increase availability and performance

More reliable 

facilities



KEY FEATURES Standard prerequisites
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    An asset form that describes and classifies the asset
    according to customizable criteria, and provides access
    to history and work order tracking data.

    A preventive maintenance form that distinguishes 
    between internal and external technicians and includes
    contract allocation information.

    A work order form used to specify whether work is
    performed under contract, identify causes, effects and
    solutions.

    A spare parts or consumables form indicating the asset
    to which items are assigned.

    A technicians form that shows work orders assigned to
    each technician.

    A Suppliers form showing part and contract allocations.

   Supplier and subcontractor contracts forms with  
   profitability analysis functions.

   Barcode-based management of spare part stock

    Subject to validation of the version Sage X3

    Sage v11 and subsequent versions

    Sage X3 multi-site compatible

    Subject to the CMMS solution selected 

CMMS solution for Sage X3
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Sage is a leading global provider of business management

software to small and medium sized companies, creating

greater freedom for them to succeed. Sage understands

how and why each business is unique.

We provide products and services that suit varying needs,

are a pleasure to use and are secure and efficient.

Formed in 1981, Sage was floated on the London Stock

Exchange in 1989 and entered the FTSE 100 in 1999.Sage has

over 6 million customers and more than 13,500 employees

in 24 countries covering the UK & Ireland, mainland Europe,

North America, South Africa, Australia, Asia and Brazil.

A subsidiary of DIMO Software, DIMO Maint has specialised in 

publishing maintenance management software for more than 

25 years. With 4,000 customers worldwide, DIMO Maint is 

positioned today as a major player on the new generation 

cloud and on premise CMMS solutions market. 

DIMO Maint supports the digital transformation of maintenance 

departments within organisations from SMEs to key international 

accounts in all business sectors. 

Mobile, scalable, user-friendly and easy to deploy, DIMO 

Maint’s CMMS solutions simplify and secure maintenance 

teams’ everyday lives. They are interoperable and facilitate 

communications within and between departments.

Among our common references DIMO Maint & Sage X3

ANNUVIA, AIRBUS FRANCE COMITÉ D’ETABLISSEMENT, AJINOMOTO SWEETENERS EUROPE, AMERICAN SPRAY, AURORA 
CANNABIS, BARIATRIX NUTRITION, BINTULU PORT SDN BHD, CTM - CONFISERIE TRIKI LE MOULIN, CFGV - COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE 
DES GRANDS VINS, DEPESTELE, DISTILLERIE BOINAUD, FERMOB, FORECREU, FOURNIER MOBALPA, GEB SAS, GRÉGOIRE BESSON, 
ICM PRODUCTS, IMERYS REFRACTORY MINERALS, IMPOSSIBLE FOODS, INDU SERVICES, LABORATOIRE NUTERGIA, LA FOURNÉE 
DORÉE, LE CREUSET INDUSTRIE, LIOTARD DIFFUSION(PRIMAGAZ), MONNAIE DE PARIS , MOUNTAIN TOP FOODS, MP HYGIÈNE, OSF 
FRANCE, PHOTOWEB, PROVIDENCE SERVICE, PX SERVICES SA, QUIES, RAVINALA AIRPORTS, SALAM GAZ, SETRAM, SECO 
FERTILISANTS, SELECT FOOD PRODUCTS INC, STIEL - SOCIÉTÉ TUNISIENNE D'INDUSTRIE ELECTRIQUE ET DE LUMIÈRE, SORECO - 
SOCIETE REUNIONNAISE CONCASSAGE, STOCKMEIR URETHANES, TAS ENERGY INC, TNT TRUST, TRANSPORTES INTERVEGA S.A.C, 
VALLEY MILK LLC, VINOVALIE, WELEDA 


